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Topics 

•  Background: Spatiotemporal Patterns 
•  Environmental Determinants 
•  Infrastructural Determinants 
•  Current Cholera Research 

 
Optional: Bonus Discussion 
“Public Health Engineering” 

 



Cholera in Matlab, BD 

•  1 million diagnoses in Bangladesh annually 
•  Waterborne & bacterial; diarrheal disease 
•  Matlab particularly susceptible 

– Consists of 142 villages 
– Poor, rural fishing community near Meghna Delta 
– V. cholerae occurs naturally in river 



Datasets for Matlab, BD 
•  Cholera case data (2000-2009) from the 

International Centre of Diarrheal Disease 
Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR,B) Hospital 

•  Environmental data (2000-2008) from Bangladesh 
Agricultural Research Council 

•  GIS data from the Center for Environmental and 
Geographic Information Systems Bangladesh 



Temporal Patterns: Seasonality 



Harmonic Regression 

•  Created 2 cosine and 2 sine variables to 
model bimodal annual seasonality via 
harmonic regression 

•  Ran Poisson GLM  
– Covariates: Cosine and sine variables  
– Dependent Variable: Aggregate case count 

by month 



Harmonic Regression 

•  Model:  
 

 
•  Omnibus Test: p <.001 
•  So what does this mean? 
•  Plot predicted values against months… 

√N  =  2.76  –  .128cos(2πt/12)  –  .142sin(2πt/12)  
+  .139(4πt/12)  –  .389(4πt/12) 



Harmonic Regression: Predicted Values 
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Spatial Patterns: Clustering 



Getis-Ord Hotspot Analysis 
•  Data Resolution: Aggregate case count by month 
•  Plotted each monthly data file against shapefile 

using ArcGIS 
–  “cluster”: village that has a statistically dissimilar case 

count relative to its neighbors 
–  Getis-Ord function produces z-score for each village 
–  Village with score beyond -1.96 and 1.96 considered 

statistically significant (p = .05) cluster 
•  (-) = Fewer cases than neighbors 
•  (+) = Higher cases than neighbors 

•  Outcome: 12 outputs that show how clustering 
changes geospatially from one month to the next 



Getis-Ord Hotspot Analysis 

February April September November 



Background: Quick Review 
In Matlab, Bangladesh… 
•  Temporality:  

– Bimodal peaks in April (Spring) & November (Fall) 
–  Lulls at February (Winter) & August (Monsoon) 
– Why monsoon lull? Discuss! 

•  Geospatial Clustering:  
– Positive clusters concentrated near Meghna Delta 

(SE corner of map space) 
– Fewer, more disperse clusters during lulls  
– Negative clusters further from Delta during peak 

incidence months 



What causes these phenomena? 

•  Traditionally, two points of view 
– Localists à Nature & the environment 

•  Temperature, rainfall, humidity 
•  Proximity to natural V. cholerae reservoirs 
•  Not covered today: salinity, discharge rate, pH 

– Contagionists à Man-made infrastructure 
•  Water & sanitation 
•  Socioeconomic indicators 
•  Not covered today: Education, hygiene practices 

•  …(But maybe it’s both?) 



Localist Perspective 



Environmental Data Analysis 

•  Visualization & Multiple Linear Regression 
•  Data Resolution: 12 entries 

– Mean monthly rainfall, temperature, humidity 
averaged over 9 years (2000-2008) 

– Monthly cholera case counts averaged over 
10 years (2000-2009) 

– 1 entry per month (January, February, etc.) 
containing average values for case count, 
rainfall, temperature, and humidity = 12 
entries 
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Environmental Data Visualization 

•  High temperature = high cholera 
–  More sunlight = more 

phytoplankton 
–  Phytoplankton serve as natural 

host for V. cholerae 
•  High rainfall = low cholera 

–  Reduced salinity 
–  V. cholerae require brackish 

water 

 
 
 …Humidity? 

–  Mid-level = high cholera 
–  High-level = low cholera 
–  Low-level = low cholera 
 



Multiple Linear Regression 

•  Independent Variables: Mean monthly 
rainfall, temperature, humidity 
– Rainfall = very positively skewed… 
– Log-transformation of rainfall for model! 

•  Dependent Variable: Mean monthly 
cholera case count 



Multiple Linear Regression 
•  Model:  

 
 

 
•  R2 = .62 
•  Estimate directionality consistent with data 

visualization! 
– Rainfall: (-) 
– Temperature: (+) 
– Humidity: (+), but <1 

n  =  –129  –  23.7(lograin)  +  4.42(temperature)  
+  .94(humidity) 



What about proximity to reservoirs? 

•  Rx: Disease clusters (and incidence) 
occurs preferentially near the Meghna 

•  But why? 
– V. cholerae is naturally-occurring in the 

Ganges Basin  
– Bacterium lives symbiotically with plankton 
– Did You Know: The Ganges is considered to 

be the “birthplace” of cholera! 



Contagionist Perspective 



Set Theory Analysis 

•  Data Resolution: 697 case entries 
•  Historically, we know that water, sanitation, 

& socioeconomic status are strong 
indicators for cholera 

•  …But in Matlab, are some of these factors 
more important than others? 

•  Set theory can be used to answer this 
question by splitting all case entries up 
into 8 different groups (or “sets”) 



Set Theory Analysis 

D: Treatment of drinking 
water, yes or no 
L: Exclusive use of a 
sanitary latrine, yes or no 
I: Household income, above 
or below 5000 Tk/month 

•  Group most likely to 
contract cholera: [D- L- I+] 

Income level isn’t protective because 
every entry is above the income cut-off + 
equal distribution of wealth due to 
ongoing BRAC projects. 

•  Water, sanitation matter! 
•  …But, water seems to 

matter more: 
–  High income, latrine use, and 

no water treatment: 63 cases 
–  High income, water treatment, 

and no latrine use: 35 cases 



Determinants: Quick Review 
In Matlab, Bangladesh… 
•  Environmental Determinants:  

–  Low rainfall + high temperature + mid-level 
humidity = more cholera 

–  Increased proximity to natural reservoir = more 
cholera 

•  Infrastructural Determinants: 
–  Income doesn’t seem to matter much because of 

equal distribution of wealth 
– Water & sanitation are both important, but the 

former more so than the latter 



Some Analytical Limitations 
•  Case Only Data 

– Can’t calculate rates of incidence among different 
groups (i.e. [D- L- I+]) or in any given village 

– Potential Fix: Approximate population of each 
village (and then, group) using census data; use 
as denominator to extrapolate rate 

•  Binary Variables [Infrastructural] 
•  Monthly Aggregation of Data Over 10 Years 

–  Less problematic because no unusually large 
outbreaks in the timeframe selected 

– Necessary for sufficient statistical power 



Current Cholera Research 
•  Maybe it’s not an “either/or” situation! 
•  Instead of considering one perspective or the 

other, perhaps both environmental (localist) and 
infrastructural (contagionist) drivers matter 

•  Hypothesis: First annual peak is driven by 
environment; second by infrastructure 

•  Research Design: Focusing primarily on 
proximity to Meghna and WaSH factors 

•  Methods: (3 Approaches) Set Theory, Poisson 
Regression, Machine Learning (k-NN) 



Public Health Engineering 

•  Did You Know:  
– CEE finds its origins in “Sanitary Engineering”! 
–  “Public Health Engineering” was a very popular 

concept in the early 20th century 
– …But far less so today 

•  Why do you think engineers have had less 
involvement with public health in recent 
history? What skills can engineers bring to 
public health today? How does WaSH fit in? 


